Abstract. On the basis of attribute reduction method, a new model of Electric Power Grid is established which combines rough set and rough radial basis. Through the analysis of simulation experiments of Electric Power Grid fault diagnosis, it shows that the model reduces subjective factors of recognition, simplifies the network structure and improves recognition effect. It has strong classification ability, strong fault tolerance and explanatory, its application prospect is very broad.
Introduction
When electric power system breaks down , its switch and protection have an error triggering and rejection triggering or information loss because of information disturbance, these uncertainties complicate the response of fault system, make it difficult for fault diagnosis, if the dispatcher misjudge or miss the fault, there would be serious consequences such as the expansion of accidents. Therefore, it is necessary to study an Electric Power Grid fault diagnosis model, which has strong robustness and high adaptability, the model could assist dispatcher to identify faults quickly and ensure the safe and stable operation of electric power system.
The problem of electric power system fault diagnosis can be described by a pattern classification problem, it is suitable for decision table method of rough set theory. For this reason, on the basis of original researches, we coupled the rough set with the radial basis, used a method of attribute reduction and set rules on this basis, build a new coupling model-Rough Radial Basis Function Integrated Model, it is used to deal with various types of electric power system fault, this model combines advantages of rough set and neural network, the fault tolerance and speed have been greatly improved. The correctness and superiority of this method are proved by the study of electric power system fault diagnosis.
Fault Diagnosis Method Based on RRBFIM
There is a correlation between system state and system events, if this relationship is known, we can identify patterns for any event and determine the state of the system. Rough set method can extract event features, the relationship between events and system states and provide basic information for fault diagnosis.
Through rough sets reduction algorithm, let's say that the condition attribute reduction set that we get is * C ,the corresponding equivalent class in the condition attribute and decision attribute is
,the value of equivalent class under condition and decision attribute is
In this paper, the rough set and the radial basis network are coupled, first of all, the rough set data analysis technique is used as the data preprocessor of neural network, we establish a data relational table
for the sample information set U , use DMRM to simplify input variables in data driven and extract study samples. Secondly, we use rough sets to classify contingencies of the system, acquire type characteristics and extract the rule set between event type and system state, besides, we use rule set, its fraction of coverage and reliability to construct RBF neural networks, build RRBFIM of fault diagnosis. Finally, we improve the traditional way of RBF network structure, connect the properties to the output neurons directly, let it determine the output of the network, we also use rough set theory to optimize RBF network structure and use extracted learning sample to improve network, implement mapping between event and system state ) (X I y f = .
RRBFIM and It's Structure
Because of the limitations of using rough set and radial basis alone, to overcome their own shortcomings, the methods are coupled together in this paper.
Let's say that the reduction set of condition attribute set is
,then the extracted decision rule is:
The decision set R reflects the relationship between the event and system state, according to the principle of fault diagnosis, the established RRBFIM structure is shown in figure 1 . This is a feed-forward network with preprocessor, network uses DMRM to input variables to the preprocessor, extracts learning samples, the input variable is the state variable of q originals in the system network.
The first layer is the input layer, input variable is state variable of the partial original in the system network, it is determined by the reduction set, number of neurons is
, inputs and outputs of each neuron are equal. Adjust all core attributes of the attribute reduction set to the front of the input ,because core attributes are very important in the reduction set, so the first core attribute is connected to the output neuron directly, let it determine the output of network, this method can improve accuracy of fault diagnosis. The second layer is the hidden layer, input of each neuron is output of the first layer, the number of neurons is
,it's the event's number of rule set, that's the number of rules, each neuron is an event class i
,the center is class feature of events
,the network hidden layer activation function is Gauss function:
i h reflects the proximity of event X and event X ,when the feature of X in terms of * C is close to
h is close to 1.when the feature of X in terms of
The structure between the hidden layer and the output layer is determined by the decision rule set R ,
It means that event X is the confidence of event i C . The weight coefficient between the hidden layer and the output layer is:
It means that if event X belongs to event class i C ,the possibility of causing j state of the system. The third layer is the output layer, the number of neurons is equal to the number of states M ,
It's the probability that event X puts the system in the j state.
RRBFIM Fault Diagnosis Algorithm
The step of algorithm is:
Step1: Input base data that is the sample information of event and system status.
Step2:Establish a system relationship data model, form an initial failure information decision table.
Step3: Invoke DMRM technique to reduce the attributes, extract pattern recognition rules and typical learning samples.
Step4: Couple RS and RBF, improve the structure.
Step5: Train RRBFIM.
Step6: Determine whether the error of diagnosis meets the requirements, otherwise, use other reduction set, and turn to Step3.
Step7: Use a well-trained network to diagnose faults. Figure 2 shows a simple grid, this system has 3 regions 1 Sec , 2 Sec and 3 Sec , they are equipped with overcurrent protector, 1 Sec has a distance protector 1 RR ,it provides According to the principle of protection action, consider a single failure to list decision tables, as shown in 
Case Study

Knowledge Reduction and Rules Extraction
Use attribute reduction methods, we can get 3 attribute reduction combinations of system: We get 5 diagnostic rules:
Analyze results from the final, the reduced decision table is simpler than original decision table. Due to the reduction of redundant data, the operation speed is increased. In addition, simple decision table has certain fault tolerance ability.
Build Coupling Structure
Through reduction results of table 2 and model construction method of figure 2, we get
Simulation Experiment
Train the network and verify it with sample 2. table 3 . This paper provides eight fault information for fault diagnosis, the first group is the correct fault information, the second~fourth group contains incorrect fault information, the fifth~eighth group contains incomplete information about fault. Analyze the diagnosis results of table 3, the accuracy of fault diagnosis is not lower than literature 9, but the method of this article is more explanatory than the literature and the effect is more obvious. The experiment result shows that: [8 ] text Article [8] text Article [8 ] text Article [8 ] text Article [8 ] (1) When the fault information is complete, this article is the same as literature 8, the diagnosis is completely correct, but it worked.
(2)When the fault information is wrong, the results of second group are not unique, but the fault area is in the output, because 2 CO and 3 CO are all core information, fault information of second group contains two diagnostic rules, so there are two diagnostic outcomes, this indicates that fault tolerance in this paper is strong.
(3) When the fault information is not complete, only the results of six group are not unique, the rest are correct. Because for the sample 2, core attribute is important, if lost, results must be wrong, but results is also in the output.
Therefore, the new method is correct and feasible and has advantages in dealing with uncertain information and misinformation.
There are only one example, this method can also be used in large-scale power grids, but the number of neurons in each layer also increase, scale will also expand, calculation is going to go down, but just follow steps, it can diagnose faults of large-scale power grid.
Conclusion
We couple the rough set with the radial basis network, on the basis of attribute reduction, a new diagnosis model is established. Through simulation experiment and comparison, it shows that the model is accurate, correct and feasible and has advantages in dealing with uncertain information and misinformation. Therefore, RRBFIM has broad prospects for development and could provide reference to technical experts.
